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There is extreme pressure to grow in today’s challenging economy while reducing costs. Many companies are turning 

towards their legal departments or office of the General Counsel, asking them to assume a more business-oriented role 

and provide counsel on strategic business decisions. This requires legal teams to be very agile and do more - often 

without additional resources. With each new project, these teams must manage increased workloads and shifting 

priorities. 

Today’s legal teams must access accurate information quickly and effectively manage caseloads, calendars and 

deadlines to ensure matters are resolved efficiently within the prescribed process of the law. This situation demands a 

secure and scalable electronic solution that improves information access, collaboration and business processes.  

KwikWork Legal is a configurable, off-the-shelf solution that enables companies to meet the needs of their legal 

teams while maximizing the return on their enterprise content management (ECM) investments and minimizing the 

burden on IT staff.  

KwikWork Legal leverages your ECM software to provide your legal department with the features and functions required 

to work electronically and do more with less. The solution enables efficient collaboration and fast access to legal data 

within a secure, scalable framework that works seamlessly with your existing ECM investment. 

Built using recognized design concepts, KwikWork Legal improves user productivity by providing the intuitive and 

engaging experience users have come to expect from all their online applications.  

Provide a Flexible, Scalable, Secure Solution to Meet 
the Needs of Your Legal Department 



KwikWork Legal uses a simple, unified approach to streamline management of disputes and litigation, transactions, 

investigations, intellectual property, claims and even simple tasks like purchase agreements and terms. Features 

include: 

 Document and Case Management: Intuitive templates enable users to easily create new case or matter files.

Data can be retrieved from existing matters or business systems to streamline data entry. Ensures a consistent

and accurate central record.

 Calendaring: Create calendar entries, tasks or reminders all from a single, simple to use interface.

 Microsoft Office Integration: Allows users to work easily and efficiently in the applications with which they are

familiar. Tasks can be added to a user’s calendar and emails can be added directly to a case or matter without

leaving the email application. Documents can be added to a matter directly from Microsoft Word.

 Centralized access: Fast and easy access is provided to all matter information. Matter status, involved

parties, calendar entries, documents and tasks can all be viewed from one screen.

 Modern and intuitive user experience: A highly intuitive user interface built upon IBM products ensures a

familiar look and feel that supports fast user adoption and a reduced learning curve to speed efficiency gains and

a faster return on investment.

Organize All Your Information by Matter— 
Documents, Tasks, Notes, Contacts and Meetings 
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KwikWork Legal Highlights 

Matter Management 
Access All Matter Information 

Access all matter information easily from one unified experience—notes, 

contacts, calendar events, documents and emails. Intuitive entry 

templates expedite additions to cases and reduce data entry errors. 

Contact Management 
Stay Connected 

Place all contact information in one central location for quick and easy retrieval. 

Add a contact to a matter or a document to facilitate communication. Search for 

contacts and add new ones directly from the ECM system. 

Document Management 
Find Content When its Needed 

Leverage existing ECM investments and store documents securely in the ECM 

repository. Metadata helps users search and find content immediately after 

upload. Users can track changes and keep versions secure using the check-in/

check-out capability in the repository. 

KwikWork Legal Benefits 

 Reduce department chaos

 Ensure consistency for
handling of cases/matters

 View entire caseload /
workload from one screen

 Provide insight into entire
department calendar

 Secure and compliant
location for content storage

 Work in familiar MS Office
applications

 Leverage the company
investment in IBM Content
Navigator and IBM Analytics
products

 Supported commercial
off-the-shelf product grows
with the organization
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Document Capture 
Add Information Quickly and Easily 

Adding documents to matters should be easy. Intuitive templates expedite accessing existing case/matter data and 

leverage line of business systems to reduce data entry when adding new documents. Emails can be added to existing 

matters directly from email applications. Microsoft Office integration even allows documents to be added directly from 

familiar applications. 

Calendaring and Tasks 
Easily See the Entire Workload

Users can create calendar entries that can be associated with documents or individual matters and quickly view  

upcoming meetings, court dates and tasks. Other users can be invited to calendar events and tasks so they can see 

them on their office calendaring applications. 
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Notes 
Create Notes About Matters and Documents 

Notes can be created for matters and documents that can be shared with department staff as well as be viewed 

throughout the department. The KwikWork Collaboration Panel makes it simple to consolidate and view notes on 

documents and cases in one all-inclusive view — your legal team will never miss an important detail again. 

Flexible Options 

KwikWork Legal is completely configurable to meet your needs. The solution comes with preconfigured templates for 

creating cases and adding documents to your system. Additional fields can be added to make searching and storage 

easier, and matter screens can be configured with custom fields and other information. Custom calendar

categories, document types and case/matter types can also be added. You can change the themes or look and feel 

of the user experience to fit the branding needs of your organization. 

Other KwikWork Products

KwikWork Integrator  

Integrating line of business applications and databases with IBM ECM systems is critical. However, executing these 

integrations can be time consuming and resource-intensive because the external data service (EDS) provided with 

IBM Content Navigator requires code development. KwikWork Integrator enables business analysts, solution architects 

and system administrators to configure the EDS plugin in just minutes, enabling reciprocal data exchange between line 

of business and ECM applications.  

KwikWork UX 

Organizations invest significant resources into IBM enterprise 

content management (ECM) solutions to achieve numerous

objectives including financial excellence, streamlined operations 

and regulatory compliance. In order to achieve these objectives,

it's often necessary to spend significant time and money to customize IBM Content Navigator and Case Manager. 

KwikWork UX empowers IBM ECM customers to easily deploy line of business applications in Content Navigator and 

Case Manager without the time, money and risks associated with custom development. A configurable, off-the-shelf 

solution, KwikWork UX rapidly delivers the functionality companies require to realize the maximum return on their ECM 

investments. Built using recognized material design concepts, KwikWork UX improves user productivity by providing 

the intuitive and engaging experience users have come to expect from all of their online applications.  

IBM Content Navigator 

 3.0.3, 3.0.4, 3.0.5

Supported  Environments 

Products

 IBM Content Engine

 IBM Case Manager
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About enChoice 

Founded in 1993, enChoice®, Inc. is an award-winning Enterprise Content Management (ECM) and Digital 
Transformation solutions company, with over 25-years’ experience helping customers improve business 
processes and protect critical information with software and solutions that accelerate their path to digital efficiency. 
Discover why over 1,000 leading companies have chosen enChoice as their trusted experts in enterprise content 
management (ECM). enChoice is an IBM Gold Business Partner and 2015 IBM Business Partner of the Year.

How to Get Started 

To learn more about how KwikWork Legal can benefit your organization, email info@enchoice.com, call 

+1.480.477.3838 or visit us on the Web at enchoice.com.




